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“Food for thought” starter questions
1.) How may connections with students’ strongest language (in the case of many UTEP students,
Spanish) help the learning of all students? Examples from my 2013 & 2016 SERJ papers:
* median (mediana) divides the data set in half and “media” is Spanish for half;
* confounded and confundido both suggest “all mixed up”
* “in the long run” vs. “en el largo plazo [in the long term]”;
* “longest run of heads” vs.
“el mayor número de caras sucesivas [largest number of successive heads]”
2.) How might making connections between content and cultural traditions be interesting and
helpful? (Most UTEP students have Mexican-American heritage and enjoy when I do this with la
lotería, Toma Todo, etc. They are also interested when I bring a Chanukah dreidel and compare
and contrast with the pirinola (Lesser, 2010c). )
3.) How does culture relate to teachers and textbooks assuming student familiarity with
manipulatives (cards, dice, coins, and their associated language), sports, activities such as skiing,
etc.? Or that the textbooks’ most common metaphor (the courtroom) for hypothesis testing will
be correctly understood even by students who may be from a country that does not assume
“innocent until proven guilty”? (Lesser, 2010b)
4.) What is an example of a data set you might use in class that is responsive to culture?
How might some version of a community walk (e.g., Rubel et al., 2011) be used?
5.) How might acknowledgment of culture help support an expectation or climate of equity and
inclusion in your classroom?
6a.) Many mathematics educators explore/use “ethnomathematics” (there are conferences and
journals in this area) and “culturally relevant mathematics”. Why is it more rare to hear
“ethnostatistics” or “culturally relevant statistics”, especially given how much more important
context is in statistics than in mathematics?
6b.) Lesser & Wagler (2016) notes an example of a “culturally relevant hypothesis test” of
whether the mean number of seeds in a pomegranate (a fruit traditionally eaten on the Jewish
New Year) is 613 (the number of commandments in the Torah). How would this work in class?
What’s another example?
6c.) What are cultural considerations involved in conducting a census? survey? experiment?
(Lesser 2006, 2010a)
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